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SAMPLE

Intro
The PRO SERIES Lightroom Presets are more flexible than regular presets.  
Also called "component presets", these types of presets are designed for  
experienced photo editors that what a quick "step 1" preset, saving valuable 
for each photo edit.
 
We achieve more flexibility by letting YOU control the temperature and 
exposure of the photo.  This is because these two factors can make or break 
a photo.
 
We also test each preset in dozens of different photos and situations to 
ensure there is always a Pro Series Preset that works for you.

First Steps
1. Grab your laptop and make sure you've read the instructions on
https://kerinamango.com/presets
 
2. Although you could work this on a mobile phone, we recommend learning 
from a laptop simply because you can see more detail.  But if you're already a 
pro, by all means!
 
3. Use the simple Quick Guides below!

Vibrant
My go-to strategy for photos is to desaturate colors 
and up the vibrancy.  This gives photos an expensive 
and dramatic look.  I hope you enjoy using my little 
secret!

Love, Kerina Wang



SAMPLE

3 Degrees of Vibrancy

Tips on Usage

The subtle preset keeps your colors more natural and the hard preset is much more 
desaturated

When to Use

         Original                     Subtle                     Medium                     Hard

1. Try Subtle on every photo, it does all the right things without the drama!
2. Tweak exposure and temperature yourself
3. If the effect is not dramatic enough, move on to Medium and Hard

Slightly monochromatic photos with little need for color effects

Subtle to Hard means changes the vibrance and saturation



Customer Samples

Quick Tips
Find what brings you joy in a photoshoot or editing, focus on that!
Do not over think editing.  Good subject matter, scenery, colors and 
composition are all very important as well
An easy idea is to use a primary+secondary color like a home decorator.  
The primary color should fill up 70-80% of the picture, the secondary 
color can fill up the rest

Summer Subtle

Customer photos are the sole property of @klimentina13, Shareen M., and Nicole C.


